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Laugh-A-Bit with Tidbits
Q: Why did the cow go to outer space?
A: To visit the Milky Way!
Q: What do planets like to read?
A: Comet books!
Q: What do you call a tick on the moon?
A: A luna-tick!
TIDBITS® OVERCOMES

THE MARS CURSE
Free Fun Take One

by JANET SPENCER

It’s tough to get to Mars. About half of the 50 or so missions,
originating from a variety of countries, have ended in failure.
Come along as we remember failures and successes.
EARLY EFFORTS
• There is currently one lander in operation on Mars (InSight),
along with three rovers (Curiosity, Perseverance, and China’s
Zhurong) and 8 orbiting satellites. It was a long hard road to get
here, with the Soviets having a particularly hard time. The long
list of failures became known as the Mars Curse.
• Between 1960 and 1962, the Soviets launched 5 missions
to Mars, and all failed. One of the most heartbreaking was the
Mars 1, which sailed towards Mars for five months, making it
65.9 million miles (106 million km) before its radio failed and
communication permanently ceased.
• In 1964, NASA gave it a try with Mariner 3 but that also
failed shortly after launch when the solar panels failed to function
properly and the batteries died as the ground crew was frantically
trying to fix the problem.
• Three weeks later, the launch of NASA’s Mariner 4 became
the first successful mission to Mars, a flyby that took the first close
up images of the planet, sending back 22 images which showed
the atmosphere was much thinner than expected.
• In 1969, NASA sent two more successful Mariner missions.
The 200 pictures they sent back to Earth covered 20% of the
planet. Photos did not reveal any canals, but did show trace
amounts of water.
• The Soviets launched Zond 2 shortly afterwards but lost
communications with it right after it reached Mars, making it
their 6th failed mission. They launched two more missions in
1969 and 1971 but they both failed as well, continuing the streak.
Finally in 1971, they sent up Mars 2 and Mars 3, with each one
consisting of an orbiter and a lander. Both made it to Mars, and
the obiters sent back photos and information. Those orbiters
continue to circle Mars today. However, both landers failed.
• In 1971 NASA sent up Mariner 8 and 9. Mariner 8 failed.
continued on page 2
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continued from page 1

Mariner 9 took off 11 days after the Soviet’s Mars 2 and 3
but was travelling faster, so it beat them to Mars and became
the first spacecraft to orbit another planet. It arrived during a
planet-wide dust storm and had to wait six weeks for things to
settle. Meanwhile, the Soviet’s Mars 2 arrived and its lander
set down in the middle of the storm, immediately going
offline. Mariner 9 spent a year in orbit and sent back 7,300
pictures revealing canyons, river beds, and the discovery
of Olympus Mons, the largest extinct volcano in the solar
system.
• In 1973 the Soviets sent up four Mars probes, three of
which failed. The 4th sent back half of one picture before
communication failed. At this point they had only 2 successful
missions out of 18. They didn’t send another mission to Mars
for another 15 years.

Body in Balance

Chiropractic
and Wellness
(605) 878 - Body

open monday-saturday

1002 14th St SE, Watertown, SD

• In 1975, NASA’s Viking 1 and 2, both consisting of an
orbiter and a lander, were both a success. Viking 2’s orbiter
sent back nearly 16,000 images of Mars. Viking 1’s lander
sent back the first panoramic photo of the planet.
• The next Mars mission was in 1988 when the Soviets sent
up probes Phobos 1 and 2. One of them failed; the other took
37 pictures of Phobos, one of the two moons of Mars. In 1991,
the USSR dismantled, but in 1996 the Russian space agency
sent up another Mars probe that failed to leave Earth’s orbit.
• In 1992, NASA’s winning streak of five successful
missions ended when the Mars Observer orbiter lost
communication just before it reached Mars orbit. The loss
was painful because it cost $813 million, four times the
original budget. The loss propelled NASA into new programs
dubbed the Faster, Better, Cheaper mission, or FBC.
• In 1996 NASA sent up the Pathfinder lander along with

the Sojourner rover, the first to go up under the Faster, Better,
Cheaper program. The Pathfinder lander was the first to use
airbags upon landing. It transmitted over 16,000 images along
with 8 million measurements, and found fossilized bacteria
in a meteorite. The Sojourner was the first wheeled vehicle
used on another planet. They were both expected to expire
within a few weeks, but remained operational until 1997.
• Also successful was NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor
which arrived safely at Mars in 1997. It circled for ten years
before losing contact in 2006, sending back information about
ancient lava flows, gullies formed by flowing water, mineral
deposits, and complete mapping of the surface.
• In 1998, Japan’s only attempt to reach Mars failed when
their probe ran out of fuel before getting there. Also in 1998,
all three of NASA’s missions failed. NASA turned the corner in
2001 with the Mars Odyssey orbiter which is still operational,
making it the longest serving spacecraft on Mars. This craft
revealed vast amounts of ice buried beneath the poles.
• NASA’s FBC program experienced failure with the 1999
Mars Polar Lander due to a mathematical miscalculation.
Lockheed Martin was using metric measurements (Newtons
of force per second) but their files were written in Imperial
measurements (pounds of force per second). One pound of
force is equal to 4.45 Newtons of force. The thrust needed to
land on Mars was underestimated by a factor of 4.45, putting
the craft into the wrong trajectory. It crashed.
• In 2003 the European Space Agency launched the Mars
Express Orbiter along with the Beagle 2 lander in their first
attempt at reaching Mars. The Beagle failed. However, the
Express orbiter was very successful and is still in operation.
The Orbiter revealed more evidence of flowing water along
with plotting minerology maps.
• In 2003 NASA sent up the twin rovers Spirit and
Opportunity which were both successful. Although designed
to last only 3 months, the Spirit remained in operation for 6
years before dying in a sand dune, and the Opportunity stayed
functional for 15 years before falling silent in a sandstorm.
They showed that Mars atmosphere and climate were once
much more hospitable.
• Another wildly successful mission was NASA’s Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter which began orbiting in 2006. It has
returned more data than all previous Mars missions combined
and continues to send data.
• The Soviets made another attempt to reach Phobos with
the Phobos-Grunt mission in 2011, which failed to leave
Earth orbit. It was their 19th attempt to get to Mars in 28
years. Only five met with partial success.
• NASA’s rover Curiosity arrived safely in 2012, followed
by Perserverance in 2021 and its helicopter Ingenuity. Every
single American mission in the 2000s succeeded. The Mars
Curse is now broken!
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Reader Contest: "GONE TO OUTER SPACE"
Peddler's
Market
Watertown
SD

HIGH
MOUNTAIN
SUPPER
CLUB
ALTAMONT, SD

FIND THE THREE (3) ROCKET SHIPS
(pictured to the right) in advertisements in this issue and enter to win
a $25 Gift Certificate for Peddler's
Market in Watertown, SD, and a $25
Gift Certificate for High Mountain Supper Club, Alramont, SD.

This is exactly what
you are
looking for,
only smaller...

... like
this
one

PLUS A $25 GIFT CERTIFICATE FOR PIZZA HUT IN MILBANK, SD
ENTRY DEADLINE FOR April 5, 2022, Volume 10, Issue #28 IS FRIDAY, APR 15, 2022, 4PM
DEADLINE FOR March 29, 2022, Volume 10, Issue #27
SEARCHING FOR: (3) BASKETBALLS
is Friday, April 8, 2022 - 4 PM
FREE Order of 10 Wings and Tots from Mikey's Bar & Grill in New Effington, SD, and a $25 Gift Certificate for Shera's Pop-A-Top in Goodwin, SD.

house in Lake Norden, SD, and a $25 Gift Certificate
for Community Corner Thrift Store, Watertown, SD.

HOW TO ENTER:

Bullpen Community
Steakhouse Corner
Lake
Norden

Thrift
Store

Locations for MARCH 22, 2022 (v10 #26)
#1: Big Stone City Municipal Liquor Store, Big Stone City, SD, pg 2
#2: Spuds & Suds, Corona, SD, pg 6
#3: Sunset Gardens, Wilmot, SD, pg 7

ddr Books

7 South Maple Street,
Watertown, SD.
Stop In And
See Us Today!
Blessings Big and
Small Christian store in
the Watertown mall is
seeking a part-time Sales
Counselor! Work one day
each week, more or less
in a rewarding Christian
environment! Call 605 878
2323 or apply in store.

BSC Branch Library
April 9, 10:30 to 11:30
Children ages
4 to 11 years old.
Easter Party & Spring Fling
Three stations:
1.Craft Table
2.Story corner & Games,
3.Cookie Frosting
Registration is required,
as there is a limit of 12 kids.
Email
bsclibrary12@hotmail.com
BSC branch library is located
at the BSC community Center,
400 Washington Street
in Big Stone City.
*Use the south library door.

Goodwin
SD

New Effington
SD

Enter Only Once Per Contest

WINNER for March 22, 2022, Volume 10 Issue #26:
Lois Keizer, Watertown, SD
SEARCHING FOR: (3) BASEBALLS
PRIZE $25 Gift Certificate for The Bullpen Steak-

Shera's
Pop-A-Top

Mikey's
Bar
& Grill

RECORD THE 3 LOCATIONS AND SEND VIA...
MAIL: Reader Contest (Vol & Issue#)
P.O. Box 313, Big Stone City, SD 57216
WEB: www.LakeAreaTidbits.com
Click On Reader Contest
EMAIL: Sean@LakeAreaTidbits.com
ENTRY DROPOFF: 100 South Maple St.,
Ste. 106, Watertown, SD 57201
BY APPOINTMENT

PRIZES ARE MAILED WITHIN 2-3 WEEKS
OF WINNING. NO SUBSTITUTIONS.

answers on
page 7

1933 OR 1934 FORD CAR,
IN ANY CONDITION.
CALL (605) 290-3208.

OLDER CABOVER
SNUB-NOSE TRUCK
30's, 40's,50's, IN ANY
CONDITION. CALL FOR RENT: Browns Valley
(605) 290-3208
- Valley Vista. 1 bedroom
Apt. Heat/Water/Trash.
Rent based on income.
Equal Housing OpportuWA N T E D : O L D E R nity. (320) 500-0946 or
STEIGER TRACTOR, (270)-354-6446
IN ANY CONDITION.
Trailer house for rent.
CALL (605) 290-3208.
Available February 5th. 3
bedroom, 2 bath, all appliances, large stall canopy,
2 sheds, huge backyard,
fire pit, pets welcome with
non-refundable deposit,
$700/month in Watertown.
(605) 881-1639

New Garden or utility shed
Built Tough on 4 x 4 skids 14
x 10 long 12 ft wide. Tin Roof
seamless siding, back door
with steps. Front door with rap
opening 57in. Wood shelving all
around, steel shelving on top,
completely insulated lights and
power with finished paneling.
Contact Darren at 605-8811639 in Watertown South
Dakota. $6,000 or best offer

What is an astronaut’s
favorite candy?
A Mars bar!

You'll love to Shop Milbank!
Visit one of our 180+ Chamber
Member Businesses Today!

www.MilbankSD.com
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Get Your Kids
Stacking an Italian
Caprese Salad

April 5, 2022

removed labels and both ends of four 7-8 ounce clean cans (I
used 7-ounce diced green chilies cans and made sure there were
no sharp edges), gather the following ingredients to create a
fancy-looking presentation.

STACKED CAPRESE SALAD WITH COUSCOUS

When it’s time to prep a dinner meal this week, get your kids
Four aluminum 7-8 ounce cans with both ends removed
stacking the green, white and red layers of fresh basil, mozzarella
Nonstick cooking spray or olive oil
and tomato. If they say their
2 medium, ripe tomatoes, cut into 1/4-inch-thick slices
culinary creation reminds them of
1 cup cooked couscous mixed with 2 tablespoons
winter’s Christmas colors, guide
Italian dressing or prepared pesto
them to a photo of the tricolor
8 slices fresh mozzarella cheese
green, white and red Italian flag.
Fresh basil leaves
This fun-to-make version using
Parsley for garnish (optional)
a surprise ingredient, couscous,
Balsamic vinegar
is a tasty spring twist on Italy’s You’ll need a tin can to layer this tricolor
salad.
traditional caprese salad.
1. Spray with nonstick spray or lightly wipe oil in the interior
I’ve always believed in using the right tools for the right of the four cans. Set each can on end on a salad plate.
job. In this recipe, it’s recycled aluminum cans. Once you’ve
2. Trim the tomato and cheese slices to fit the interior of a
can, then stack the individual portions in layers inside the can as
follows: a tomato slice, 2 tablespoons of couscous mixture and
a cheese slice. Repeat.
3. Cover with plastic wrap and press down on the stack gently
with a jar or can slightly smaller than the opening of the can.
4. Remove wrap and slowly lift the can to reveal the layered
salad. To serve, garnish with a fresh basil leaf or sprig of parsley.
Drizzle balsamic vinegar to taste.
•••
Find more family fun at www.donnaerickson.com. Write to Donna at
Info@donnaerickson.com
© 2022 Donna Erickson Distributed by King Features Synd.

DINER NOW OPEN

answers on page 7

Sweet Fruit Focaccia

Wow! You mean THIS started with pie plate. Drizzle any remaining milk
a can of biscuits!? It sure did -- but it mixture evenly over top of biscuits.
doesn’t look or taste like it.
3. Gently stir spreadable fruit to soften,
then evenly spread over biscuit tops.
2 tablespoons fat-free milk
Sprinkle raisins and pecans evenly
Sugar substitute to equal
over all.
2 tablespoons sugar
4. Bake for 10 to 12 minutes. Place
1/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
pie plate on a wire rack and let set for
1 (7.5-ounce) package refrigerated at least 15 minutes. Cut into 6 wedges.
buttermilk biscuits
Serves 6.
1/4 cup apricot spreadable fruit
* Each serving equals: 199 calories, 7g fat, 3g
1/4 cup raisins
protein, 31g carb., 360mg sodium, 1g fiber; Diabetic
1/4 cup chopped pecans
Exchanges: 1 Starch, 1 Fruit, 1 Fat.
1. Preheat oven to 450 F. Spray a
9-inch pie plate with butter-flavored
cooking spray.
2. In a small bowl, combine milk,
sugar substitute and cinnamon. Separate
biscuits. Dip each biscuit into milk
mixture, then arrange in prepared

© 2022 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
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Green Bean Salad

1. In a large bowl, combine
green beans, mushrooms and
When you think of salad, you probably think of a walnuts. In a small bowl,
lettuce salad with store-bought dressing drizzled over combine mayonnaise, sour
top. Well, you’ll never think that way again when you cream, mustard and black
put this delicious green bean salad on the menu!
pepper. Add mayonnaise
mixture to bean mixture.
2 (15-ounce) cans whole green beans,
2. Mix gently to combine. Cover and refrigerate for at
rinsed and drained
least 30 minutes. Gently stir again just before serving.
1/2 cup sliced fresh mushrooms
Makes 4 (1 cup) servings.
1/4 cup chopped walnuts
1/4 cup fat-free mayonnaise
* Each serving equals: 104 calories, 4g fat, 4g protein, 13g carbs.,
2 tablespoons fat-free sour cream
886mg sodium, 4g fiber; Diabetic Exchanges: 2 Vegetable, 1 Fat.
1 tablespoon Dijon country mustard
© 2022 King Features Syndicate, Inc.
1/8 teaspoon black pepper

• “If you stick the end of your celery stalks in a cup of water and
rocks (or in some very damp dirt), they will begin to regrow. This
is a great way to have a never-ending supply of celery. You also
can regrow scallions from the root end.” -- Y.L.J. in Missouri
• Metal shower hooks can be used in the sewing basket to hold
• When you make a meringue, be sure safety pins. They can be used in a jewelry box to corral costume
to spread it all the way to the crust on all rings as well.
Send your tips to Now Here’s a Tip, 628 Virginia Drive, Orlando, FL 32803.
sides. If you do, it will not shrink.
© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.
• After your dishwasher has run its
course, open up the door and let the dishes
air dry. On cold days, there’s the added bonus of humidifying the
house with the steam that escapes.
• Research says that the best time of day to exercise is in the
morning, but the truth is that the best time for YOU to exercise
is when you will go through with it. So, try out different times of
the day, and when you find one that fits, schedule it in your daily
planner and block the time out at least three times per week.
• Making your own flavored yogurt is cheap and much better for
you. You can avoid a lot of added sugar. Start with plain, unflavored
yogurt and add: pureed fruits, toasted oats, honey, vanilla or almond
extract, or plumped-up raisins (add enough hot water to cover a
tablespoon of raisins and let sit for a minute or two). Yummy.

One of my favorite things to do
is find inexpensive products we all
know and love and find new uses for
them. Lately, ice cream cones have
been on sale for less than $1.50. It got
me thinking, what else can we do with
these inexpensive, whimsical holders
of happiness?
Turns out, lots of things! Here are
some fun ideas to get your wheels
turning.
Make a breakfast cone — Alternate
layers of fruit, granola and yogurt,
like a parfait, into the cone and serve
for a fun breakfast treat.
Bake ice cream cone cupcakes —
Place flat-bottomed cones in each
well of a mini-muffin tin. Prepare a
boxed cake mix and pour batter 3/4 of
the way up the cone. Bake at 350 F for
20 to 25 minutes. Decorate as desired.
Make individual treats for kids —
It's perfect because every child gets
their own portion, they eat the bowl
so there's no clean up, and it keeps
their grubby little hands out of the
communal candy dish. Great for trail
mix, popcorn, pretzels, candies and
rice crispy treats.
Mix savory with sweet — Surprise
your next lunch guests with waffle cones filled with curried chicken
salad with fruit.
Make waffle cone cannoli — Who

King Features Weekly Service

Ice Cream Cones
Minus the Ice Cream

March 28, 2022

Fold in 1/2 cup of the chocolate chips
— but before you do, if you're going to
use a piping bag with a star tip to finish
the cones (as pictured), remove about
3/4 cup of the filling and set aside. The
chips always get stuck in the tip and
make us cranky. Place the filling in a
zippered plastic bag and refrigerate.
3. Meanwhile, dip the cones in
chocolate. It's optional, but why
wouldn't you? Melt the chocolate wafers in a bowl just
large enough to accommodate
the top of the waffle cone. Dip
the top of the cones and let the
excess drip off. Let the chocolate begin to firm then roll
the chocolate into some mini
chocolate chips. If you have
extra chocolate, drizzle some
in the bottom of each cone.
4. To assemble: Cut the corwww.JasonCoblentz.com ner off the zippered bag and
squeeze the filling, dividing
Holy moly, what a cone cannoli!
between the cones. If finishing
with a piping bag, place the
reserved filling without chips in a
ICE CREAM CONE CANNOLI
piping bag fitted with a star tip. Swirl
1 (32 ounce) container whole
the top of each cone. Sprinkle with
milk ricotta cheese
mini chips. Serve immediately. If you
1 cup powdered sugar
still have cones left after all this, buy
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
some ice cream!
1/4 teaspoon salt
TIP: Have stale cones in your cupZest of one orange
board? Feed the birds by spreading
1 (10 ounce) bag mini semi
cones with peanut butter and rolling
sweet chocolate chips; divided
in birdseed.
8–10 waffle cones
***
1½ cup semisweet chocolate baking wafers (optional)
Lifestyle expert Patti Diamond is
1. For best results, drain the ricotta the penny-pinching, party-planning,
overnight. Place ricotta in a strainer recipe developer and content creator
lined with cheesecloth or a coffee fil- of the website "Divas On A Dime —
ter, placed over a mixing bowl. Cover Where Frugal, Meets Fabulous!" Visit
with plastic wrap and put a plate on Patti at www.divasonadime.com and
top, weighted with a small can (like a join the conversation on Facebook at
DivasOnADimeDotCom. Email Patti
tuna can) to press out the liquid.
2. Make the filling: Mix together at divapatti@divasonadime.com
© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.
ricotta, sugar, vanilla, salt and zest.

loves cannoli? Everyone! Who likes
to make cannoli? People with extra
time on their hands! This Italian classic literally means "little tube," named
for the deep-fried tube of pastry filled
with sweetened and flavored ricotta
cheese. The filling is easy to make.
The fried pastry tubes, not so much.
So, let's take a shortcut by substituting
waffle cones for the pastry.

answers on page 7

Q: Why didn’t the sun go to college?
A: Because it already had a million degrees!
Q: Where do astronauts go to have a drink?
A: The space bar!
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• Maurice Sendak’s beloved kids’
classic “Where the Wild Things Are” was
originally titled “Where the Wild Horses
by Lucie Winborne
Are.” Why the change in title? Sendak
realized he was unable to draw horses.
• Rapper Lil’ Wayne originally went by the moniker
“Shrimp Daddy.”
• Not ones to marry in haste and repent at leisure, a
Paraguayan couple set up housekeeping in 1933. After 80
years, eight children and 50 grandchildren, the 103-year-old
groom finally said a formal “I do” to his 99-year-old bride.
• The prize money for winning the Monopoly World
Championship is $20,580 -- the same amount of money there
is in the game’s bank.
• Modern students who complain about the amount of
homework they’re issued might well wish they’d lived in the
late 1800s and early 1900s, when doctors crusaded against
it because they believed it was causing children to become
wan, weak and nervous. In 1901, California even banned
homework for anyone under the age of 15.
• Over a 24-year career, Roman charioteer Gaius Appuleius
Diocles amassed an astonishing fortune worth 35,863,120
sesterces (an ancient Roman coin), or roughly $15 billion
in today’s dollars, making him the highest-paid athlete of
all time.
• In January 2021, the first commercial 3D-printed house
in the U.S. went on sale for $299,000.
• The term “rum bubber,” which originated in the 16th
century, referred to a thief who specialized in stealing silver
tankards from inns and pubs.
• An actual “chill pill,” which could even be made at home,
was used in the late 1800s to remedy chills associated with
a high fever.
© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.

Thought for the Day

“We should live, act, and say nothing to the injury of
anyone. It is not only best as a matter of principle, but it is
the path to peace and honor.”
— Robert E. Lee

April 5, 2022

TRIVIA TEST
By Fifi Rodriguez

1. LANGUAGE: What is a demonym?
2. MEDICAL: What’s the common name of a condition
called otitis externa?
3. GEOGRAPHY: Which large body of water lies to the
south of Ukraine?
4. FOOD & DRINK: Which nut is used to make
marzipan?
5. LITERATURE: Who is the author of the poem “The
Gift Outright,” which was read at President John Kennedy’s
inauguration in 1961?
6. MEASUREMENTS: What is an octant?
7. GEOLOGY: Which mineral is the softest on the Mohs
Scale?
8. ANIMAL KINGDOM: What is the name of a
porcupine’s baby?
9. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: What is the name of
Barbie’s younger sister, introduced in 1964?
10. HISTORY: In which country did the Easter Rising
take place in 1916?
answers on page 7

Q:

Did Adele ever reschedule her
concerts in Las Vegas after she
suddenly canceled them? I’m glad I
didn’t buy tickets. — B.D.
The “Weekends With Adele”
residency in Las Vegas was
originally scheduled for Jan. 21
through April 16, 2022. Unfortunately, she canceled the shows at the last
minute, stating that, due to COVID
and late shipments, the show wasn’t
up to the standards she felt her fans
deserved. She was widely criticized,
though, as many had already made
travel arrangements with expensive
flights and hotel accommodations.
As far as a tour, Adele has two
upcoming performances at London’s
Hyde Park in July and has promised
that the Vegas shows will “absolutely
happen” sometime in 2022. Perhaps
she’ll plan a multi-city tour in 2023.
In the meantime, if you have the Peacock streaming service, you can watch
“An Audience With Adele,” a twohour special of her concert that aired in
the U.K. this past November.
***
When is “Better Call Saul”
returning? I hope it wasn’t
canceled. — W.J.
The “Breaking Bad” spin-off
“Better Call Saul” started with
a slow burn when it premiered in 2015.
It focused on the origin story of Jimmy McGill, who would later become
the fast-talking, crooked lawyer Saul
Goodman. The compelling series is
returning for its sixth and final season
April 18 on AMC.
Bob Odenkirk has been nominated
four times for the lead actor Emmy but
has yet to win for his performances on
“Breaking Bad” or “Better Call Saul.”
He has, however, taken home the trophy
as a comedy writer for “Saturday Night
Live” and “The Ben Stiller Show.”
Odenkirk almost wasn’t here to wrap
up Saul’s tale, having suffered a heart
attack on the set last July. He credits
the 12 minutes of CPR and repeated
use of a defibrillator for saving his life.
While anxiously waiting for the
upcoming season, be sure to check
out Odenkirk’s recently published
memoir, “Comedy Comedy Comedy
Drama.” He talks about his career as
a comedy writer in the 1990s, his trou-

A:

Q:
A:

AMC

Bob Odenkirk in “Breaking Bad”
bled relationship with his father, and
how he became an action star in his
50s with the film “Nobody.”
***
Who is the actor who played
the British chemist in “The
Dropout” on Hulu? He seems familiar to me. He was so good in the role
and should certainly get nominated
for an Emmy. — E.C.
He’s the multitalented Stephen
Fry, a British actor, writer, author,
etc. He began as part of the comedy
duo Fry & Laurie, as in Hugh Laurie
(“House”), and kept audiences in stitches in British comedies like “Jeeves &
Wooster” and “Blackadder.” His film
career is equally impressive, winning
accolades in “Wilde,” based on the life
of Irish poet and playwright Oscar Wilde, and then later as an inspector in Robert Altman’s “Gosford Park.”
Fry’s most recent role of chemist
with a conscience Ian Gibbons in “The
Dropout” is certainly worthy of an
Emmy nomination. His co-stars Amanda Seyfried and Naveen Andrews also
likely will hear their names called when
the nominees are announced July 12.
Send me your questions at NewCelebrityExtra@gmail.com, or write
me at KFWS, 628 Virginia Drive,
Orlando, FL 32803.

Q:

A:

© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.
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THE GARDEN BUG IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY SUNSET GARDENS

Brought to you courtesy of Blessings Big & Small

answers on
page 7

SPACE FACTS

• Number of Earth years required for Neptune to
make a single orbit of the Sun: 165
• Distance to the edge of Outer Space from the
surface of Earth: 62 miles (100 km)
• Distance above Earth the International Space
Station (ISS) orbits: 250 miles (400 km)
• Time it takes the ISS to circle Earth: 92 minutes
• Number of named constellations in the night sky: 88
• Although Mercury is the planet closest to the Sun,
Venus is far hotter than Mercury because Mercury has no
atmosphere, whereas Venus has a very thick atmosphere,
and it’s the atmosphere that regulates the temperature of the
planet. Venus is hot enough to melt lead.
• Space is completely silent. There is no way for sound
waves to travel or be heard in the vacuum.

March 28, 2022

Roommate Stuck With
Unwanted Kitten

answers on page 7

• Four of the planets in the Solar System would be
impossible to land a space ship on because they are gas giants:
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune.
• Saturn would theoretically float if put into a huge bowl
of water because gas is lighter than water. Saturn has only a
small rocky core.
• The footprints left by astronauts on the Moon will last
forever because there’s no weather, wind, or water to disturb
them.
• It’s been estimated there is one black hole for every
thousand stars that exist, meaning there are about 10
quadrillion black holes in the Universe. The first-ever black
hole photographed is 3 million times the size of Earth.
• There are some parts of the universe we can’t see
because the light from there hasn’t reached us yet.
• Mercury and Venus are the only planets in our solar
system that have no moons.
• Nobody knows how the Earth got its nam. All we know
is that it is derived from an amalgamation of both the Old
English and Old Germanic words for “ground.” Earth is the
only planet not named after a god.
• Spacecraft have visited all the known planets in our
solar system.
• In outer space, there is approximately one atom for
every cubic meter.
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• Average surface temp of Venus, the hottest planet:
842 F (450 C)
• Average surface temp of Earth: 58 F (18 C)
• Average temp in outer space: -458 F (-270 C)
• Temperature of absolute zero: -459 F (-273 C)
• Temp of Mercury at night: -280 F (-173 C)
• Temp of Mercury in the afternoon: 800 F (427 C)
• Number of moons circling Jupiter: 79
• Length of time required to walk to the Moon:
9.5 years
• Angle at which Earth tilts: 23 degrees
• Angle at which Uranus tilts: 98 degrees
• Length of Earth’s seasons due to tilt: 1 year
• Length of Uranus’ seasons due to tilt: 21 years
• Percent of the Moon invisible from Earth: 41%
• Year when the far side of the Moon was first seen
by spacecraft: 1959
• Earth years required to cross the width of the
Milky Way at the speed of light: 100,000
• Number of volcanoes on Venus: 1,600
• Number of volcanoes on Earth: 1,350

caring for the kitten as she’s abandoned it, but that you aren’t
allowed
to keep
it.a demonym?
1. LANGUAGE:
What is
2. Next,
MEDICAL:
What’s R.A.
the common
tell your
what happened. Call your parents, too,
name of a condition called otitis externa?
so3. GEOGRAPHY:
they’re aware
of
the
and will support you if there’s
Which largeproblem
body
of
lies to
the south
Ukraine?
anwater
issue
with
the ofschool.
4. FOOD & DRINK: Which nut is
usedYour
to makeroommate
marzipan? used either her name or her boyfriend’s
name
and his Who
address.
The shelter will have this on file, so
5. LITERATURE:
is the author
of
the can
poemverify
“The Gift
they
that Outright,”
you’re not the one who’s responsible for
which was read at President John Kenthe kitten.
nedy’s
inauguration in 1961?
6.They’ll
MEASUREMENTS:
is an
give youWhat
instructions
on how to bring the kitten
octant?
back
and
surrender
it
to
them.
If
there’s
a surrender fee, they
7. GEOLOGY: Which mineral is the
should
bill
theScale?
boyfriend and your ex-roommate. Likewise,
softest
on the
Mohs
8. ANIMAL
KINGDOM:
Whatby
is the college should fall on your
any
penalties
assessed
the name of a porcupine’s baby?
ex-roommate.
9. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:

DEAR PAW’S CORNER: The local shelter in our college
town does not allow college students to adopt pets. However,
my roommate managed to get around the rule by using her
boyfriend’s address, and she brought a kitten into our dorm.
I told her to take it back, as pets are not allowed in the dorm
(except for service animals). She ignored me. Two weeks later,
she dropped out of school and moved in with her boyfriend,
leaving behind most of her stuff -- and the kitten! If I tell our
R.A. I could get in trouble. What can I do? I don’t want anyone
to know what college I’m at, so sign me -- Beth in Boston
name your
of Barbie’s
younger or questions to ask@pawscorner.com.
tips, comments
DEAR BETH: Honesty is the best policy here, and the What is the Send
sister, introduced in 1964?
© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.
welfare of the kitten is at stake. Contact the shelter right away. 10. HISTORY: In which country did
Explain what happened with your roommate, that you’re the Easter Rising take place in 1916?
Answers
1. A term used to describe the natives
or residents of a country, state or city
2. Swimmer’s ear
3. Black Sea
4. Almonds
5. Robert Frost
6. One-eighth of a circle, or 45 degrees
7. Talc
8. Porcupette
9. Skipper
10. Ireland
© 2022 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Diet Is a Powerful
Tool to Improve
Heart Health

DEAR DR. ROACH: I have a strong
history of premature heart disease in my
family, and I have been having some unpleasant side effects of
blood pressure medicine. I decided to try a completely plant-based
diet: grains, vegetables, legumes, fruit, seeds and nuts.
After about a month on the new diet, my total cholesterol
dropped 44 points to 159, and the other numbers went from
borderline to normal, as measured by my cardiologist. My
blood pressure, which was often high in the mornings (typically
150+/90), was 118/68 this morning. I’ve only lost about 5 pounds
in the past couple of months, and I’m probably still 8-10 pounds
overweight.
I am pleased with the results, but why didn’t any of my doctors

Marble Chair

If you like unusual or unique furniture, try going to online
auctions of modern or contemporary furniture. The pictured
pair of art moderne
chairs sold at a Neal
auction in New Orleans for an overbid
of $6,100. They are
carved from a block
of white marble. A
similar set made from
The marble chair is cold and hard but is not meant
black marble was
to have cushions. It is so deep that a short woman’s
also sold. The chairs feet will not touch the floor.
are barrel-shaped, 28
inches high, 25 inches wide and 27 inches deep.
The first marble furniture was sold in the 16th century.
Many modern pieces of marble furniture were made in the
mid-1900s and after. A dining room table with an off-center
top made of black marble, a bed, dresser, chest, sofa and many
bathtubs and sinks were sold and used in modern homes. They
are usually special-order pieces.
•••
Q: Fifty-five years ago, I bought a cabin with a stove in the
garage. I kept it because I thought it might be valuable. It’s

recommend this? -- J.S.B.
ANSWER: Diet is a powerful tool for improving overall health,
especially heart health. I believe it is underemphasized by most
physicians.
Changing from a meat-based diet to a mostly plant-based
diet often prompts improvements in blood pressure, cholesterol
and weight. Your results are better than most, but by no means
unheard of. You haven’t said how you feel, but many people feel
more energetic as well. Many others are able to come off of some
(occasionally all) of their medications, which of course reduces
side effects.
Why don’t physicians recommend it? I think it’s a combination
of reasons. Some doctors don’t realize how powerful the effects of
dietary change can be. A good deal of patients are highly resistant
to making changes, so physicians are used to their dietary advice
failing. Also, taking the time to get an accurate diet history is hard,
personalizing dietary advice is harder, and writing a prescription
is easy.
It is not necessary to have a 100% vegan diet like yours to
experience a benefit. A mostly plant-based diet has substantial
benefits. It’s easier for some people to make incremental
changes.
•••
DEAR DR. ROACH: You wrote that you had seen doctors and
nurses with “DNR” tattooed on their chests. Were they still on the
job, or retired and not in good health? -- P.
ANSWER: The two health care professionals I recall with these
tattoos were young and healthy. Both of them watched many people
undergo long, painful, expensive hospital courses that ended in a
death without dignity. It was in response to these bad outcomes
that they made a request against attempts at cardiopulmonary
resuscitation with the “Do Not Resuscitate” tattoos.
I disagree with the tattoo. It is not considered a legal document,
and it is worthwhile to make a legally binding document. I
recommend www.agingwithdignity.org and www.caringinfo.org
as good places to start. There are many others, including attorneys
who specialize in end-of-life issues.
There are many cases in which an attempt at resuscitation is
appropriate! A person who has a heart attack can be revived with

a Variety No. 54. Can you give me any information on this
stove?
A: Potbelly stoves were used from the 1800s to the early
1900s to heat parlors, railroad stations, schoolhouses and other buildings. The heavy cast-iron stoves were fired by wood or
coal. The round “belly” shape radiated enough heat to warm
a large room. Some models had a ring around the middle to
keep people from bumping into it and getting burned, nickelplated decorations and trim, and a flat cooking surface on the
top.
Potbelly stoves have become popular again for cabins and
places that don’t have a furnace. We contacted Good Time
Stove Co. (www.goodtimestove.com), which restores antique
and vintage stoves, to verify our information. They said it was
made between about 1900 and 1920 by the Brigham foundry
in Georgia. The foundry closed in the 1940s. Potbelly stoves
like yours sell for $200 to $400. Those with nickel trim and
ornate decoration sell for
more. Stoves that are in poor
condition or don’t work can’t
be sold.
•••
CURRENT PRICES
Steuben glass compote with
lid, verre de soie, squat shape
with melon ribs, clear foot, red
pear and stem finial, signed,
Steuben, F. Carder, 9 1/2 x 6
inches, $105.
Kitchen, maple syrup caul-
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CPR and have an excellent quality of life for years thereafter.
DNR orders are most appropriate for people with chronic medical
illnesses, and most legal documents specify whether the order
is applicable only in the event of an illness judged likely to be
terminal. It’s important to have a living will and a health care proxy
identified long before there is a crisis. It is critical for a person to
discuss their wishes with their proxy.

Dr. Roach regrets that he is unable to answer individual questions, but will
incorporate them in the column whenever possible. Readers may email questions
to ToYourGoodHealth@med.cornell.edu.
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dron, copper, round, rolled rim, bail handle, American, 15 x
23 inches, $280.
Automobile hood ornament, Atlas, holding world on shoulders, inset orange jewel, nickel-plated chrome, Lucite base,
streamlined style, 8 x 9 x 3 inches, $460.
Sports, baseball, stamped Official Ball, American League,
autographed on sweet spot in ink by Mickey Mantle, acrylic
case, $610.
•••
TIP: Wash silver as soon as possible if it has touched salty
or acidic foods, ketchup, mayonnaise, mustard, eggs, olives,
salad dressings or vinegar.
Learn about the record-setting prices scores of items have brought in recent years in the new “Kovels’ Antiques & Collectibles Price Guide 2022.” It
is the ONLY antiques price guide that empowers collectors with the most upto-date price information based on actual sales and market data. Available in
stores and online, it makes a great gift.
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